CHALLENGE ACCEPTED

GENUINE WINTER WHEELS AND APPROVED TIRES

accessories.jaguar.com

May require additional components and labour for installation—contact your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer for complete details and pricing. Pictures are for informational purposes and may not
exactly depict the actual accessory. Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC reserves the right to make any changes at any time, without notice, in prices, specifications and to discontinue certain accessories.
Product availability subject to change. All copy and images remain the copyright of Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC. Correct at time of publication; subject to availability and market; Jaguar Land Rover
Canada ULC reserves the right to remove or change specification of items in the range at any time.

RISE TO THE OCCASION
The toughest possible conditions, the highest possible standards. We see the world’s most
severe winter weather as a test. It’s a test for our engineering, our design and, last but
not least, our people. The mission is simple—to keep you in control and to keep you safe,
whatever it takes. We accept the challenge.
Jaguar winter wheels are designed and rigorously tested by our specialist engineers to
complement your vehicle’s thrilling performance. We also work with some of the world’s
most respected premium tire manufacturers to offer one of the finest ranges of Genuine
Winter Wheels and Approved Tires available.
Our collection of winter wheels and tires deliver the best possible handling, no matter
how demanding the road ahead may be. They are built for durability as well as to provide
optimum grip, traction and, of course, Jaguar levels of refinement.
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WINTERPROOF
APPROVED TIRES

GENUINE WHEELS

Jaguar winter tires deliver exciting and
resilient performance. Designed to work
in perfect unison with your Jaguar
vehicle’s wheels, they’ve been tested
down to -30°C and driven on frozen
surfaces, to ensure this performance
is maintained in extreme weather.

Been there, done that. Jaguar wheels
undergo a wide variety of rigorous tests to
prepare them for extreme winter surfaces
and conditions.

High-speed wet-track testing ensures Jaguar
winter tires maintain the strongest possible
grip even in heavy rain. This is followed
by stability testing to establish superior
handling during dynamic manoeuvres.*

These tests include:
–T
 emperature Testing: Wheels are tested
to endure a temperature range from
-40°C to 80°C and in conditions of 100%
relative humidity.
–A
 ccelerated Environmental Testing: Each
wheel is blasted continuously with salt,
dirt and dust to simulate every possible
driving condition.
–C
 urb Testing: To make sure our wheels
are capable of withstanding accidental
impacts and maintaining their structural
integrity, we drive them into a 150 mm
curb at 40 km/h.

*Only applies to Alpine winter tires.
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FULL STOP
The ability to stop quickly and in control is even more important during unpredictable
winter weather. Our Approved Winter Tires have a significantly shorter stopping distance
than our summer tires in winter conditions—reducing braking distance by up to 64% when
a vehicle is travelling at a speed of 60 km/h on an icy road.* So as temperatures plummet,
you’ll drive with confidence no matter where you go.

SUMMER TIRES

REDUCES BRAKING
DISTANCE BY UP TO
WINTER TIRES

64%
For more information about Jaguar Genuine Winter Wheels and Approved Tires, please contact your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer.

*Test results of F-PACE travelling on a graded ice surface at a speed of 60 km/h.
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WHEELS AND TIRES

18”

SCIMITAR

19”

RAZOR

Part Number

EPACESCIMITAR18PIL (left)
EPACESCIMITAR18PIR (right)

EPACERAZOR19PIL (left)
EPACERAZOR19PIR (right)

Tire Size

235/60R18

235/55R19

Manufacturer

Pirelli

Pirelli

Tread Pattern

Scorpion Winter

Scorpion Winter

E-PACE
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Consult your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer to ensure the optimum selection of tires for your vehicle and driving conditions. European model shown.
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WHEELS AND TIRES

18”

LIGHT
WEIGHT

19”

FAN GLOSS
BLACK

20”

BLADE

Part Number

FPACE15SPOKE18PIL (left)
FPACE15SPOKE18PIR (right)

FPACEFAN19PIL (left)
FPACEFAN19PIR (right)

FPACEBLADE20PIL (left)
FPACEBLADE20PIR (right)

Tire Size

255/60R18

255/55R19

255/50R20

Manufacturer

Pirelli

Pirelli

Pirelli

Tread Pattern

Scorpion Winter

Scorpion Winter

Scorpion Winter

F-PACE
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Consult your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer to ensure the optimum selection of tires for your vehicle and driving conditions. European model shown.
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WHEELS AND TIRES

18”

LIGHT
WEIGHT

20”

FLOW

Part Number

IPACE15SPOKE18PIL (left)
IPACE15SPOKE18PIR (right)

IPACE15SPOKE20PIL (left)
IPACE15SPOKE20PIR (right)

Tire Size

235/65R18

245/50R20

Manufacturer

Pirelli

Pirelli

Tread Pattern

Scorpion Winter

Scorpion Winter

I-PACE
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Consult your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer to ensure the optimum selection of tires for your vehicle and driving conditions. European model shown.
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WHEELS AND TIRES

18”

MATRIX

19”

STAR

Part Number

XEMATRIXBLK18PIL (left)
XEMATRIXBLK18PIR (right)

XESTWINSPOKE19PILF (front left)
XESTWINSPOKE19PIRF (front right)
XESTWINSPOKE19PILR (rear left)
XESTWINSPOKE19PIRR (rear right)

Tire Size

225/45R18

225/40R19 (front)
255/35R19 (rear)

Manufacturer

Pirelli

Pirelli

Tread Pattern

Winter Sottozero 3

Winter Sottozero 3

XE
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Consult your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer to ensure the optimum selection of tires for your vehicle and driving conditions. European model shown.
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WHEELS AND TIRES

18”

CHALICE

19”

AXIS

Part Number

XFCHALICE18PIL (left)
XFCHALICE18PIR (right)

XFAXISPI19PIL (left)
XFAXISPI19PIR (right)

Tire Size

245/45R18

245/40R19

Manufacturer

Pirelli

Pirelli

Tread Pattern

Winter Sottozero 3

Winter Sottozero 3

XF
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Consult your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer to ensure the optimum selection of tires for your vehicle and driving conditions. European model shown.
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WHEELS AND TIRES

19”

ALEUTIAN

20”

KASUGA

Part Number

XJALEUTIAN19PILF (front left)
XJALEUTIAN19PIRF (front right)
XJALEUTIAN19PILR (rear left)
XJALEUTIAN19PIRR (rear right)

XJKASUGA20PILF (front left)
XJKASUGA20PIRF (front right)
XJKASUGA20PILR (rear left)
XJKASUGA20PIRR (rear right)

Tire Size

245/45R19

245/40R20

Manufacturer

Dunlop

Pirelli

Tread Pattern

SP Winter Sport 3D

W240 Sottozero Serie II

XJ
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Consult your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer to ensure the optimum selection of tires for your vehicle and driving conditions.
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WHEELS AND TIRES

19”

PROPELLER

20”

5 SPLIT-SPOKE

Part Number

FTYPE10SPOKE19PILF (front left)
FTYPE10SPOKE19PIRF (front right)
FTYPE10SPOKE19PILR (rear left)
FTYPE10SPOKE19PIRR (rear right)

FTYPETORNADO20PILF (front left)
FTYPETORNADO20PIRF (front right)
FTYPETORNADO20PILR (rear left)
FTYPETORNADO20PIRR (rear right)

Tire Size

245/40R19 (front)
275/35R19 (rear)

255/35R20 (front)
295/30R20 (rear)

Manufacturer

Pirelli

Pirelli

Tread Pattern

Winter Sottozero 3

Winter Sottozero 3

F-TYPE
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Consult your local Jaguar Authorized Retailer to ensure the optimum selection of tires for your vehicle and driving conditions. European model shown.
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JAGUAR ACCESSORIES
Accessories are designed and engineered to withstand
extreme conditions. They’re extensively tested to ensure
quality, compatibility and a strong, even performance.
Explore the full range of winter accessories at
accessories.jaguar.com or contact your local
Jaguar Authorized Retailer.

2. Front/Rear Splash Guards
Jaguar branded front and rear
splash guards complement the
lines of your vehicle, reduce
spray and provide protection
from dirt and stone chippings.

1. Rubber Mats
Hard-wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats provide added
protection for your vehicle’s carpets.

4. Ski/Snowboard Holder*
A safe and secure Jaguar branded system
for transporting winter sports equipment.

2.

3. Luggage Compartment
Rubber Mat
This premium mat is tailored
specifically to protect the
luggage compartment. Light and
durable, it is easily removable
for cleaning.

5. Ski Bag
Jaguar ski bag designed to fit through
the retailer fit ski hatch, or with the rear
60:40 seat(s) folded down. Manufactured
from durable 600D polyester, the ski bag
features padded construction to provide
protection and removable shoulder straps
to aid carrying.

4.

6.

1.

3.
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*Requires roof cross bars J9C2658 or J9C2673. Objects placed above the roof-mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal
received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted.
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